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FOREWORD
This SPS Cost and Programmatics document is Volume VI of the final report
covering the SPS Concept Definition Study. It is submitted by Rockwell
International through the Space Operations and Satellite Systems Division and
reports on the work completed through October 1980. This volume is responsive
to the NASA/MSFC Contract NAS8-32475, Exhibit D and Amendment l, dated
June 18, 1979.
The SPS final report provides the NASA with additional information on the
selection of a viable SPS concept, and furnishes a basis for subsequent tech-
nology advancement and verification activities. Volumes of the final report
are listed as follows:
Volume
Executive Summary
II Systems/Subsystems Analyses
III Transportation Analyses
IV
V
VI
Operations Analyses
Systems Engineering Integration Research and
Technology
|
IcostandProgrammaticsI
Cost and Progrm_atics_Appendixes
VII Systems/Subsystems Requirements Data Book
The SPS Program Manager, G. M. Hanley, may be contacted on any technical
or management aspects of this report. He can be reached at (213) 594-3911,
Seal Beach, California.
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1.0 INTRODUCTIONANDOBJECTIVES
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Present electrical energy usages indicate tile need for new, nondepletable
energy sources and advancedenergy conversion systems in tile near future. Tile
Satellite PowerSystem(SPS) concept addresses this requirement and completed
studies have attested to the technical feasibility of power stations located
in space and to the potentially economicadvantagesas comparedwith candidate
earth-based energy systems in tile calendar period 2000-2030. This volume
documentscost and programmaticaspects of a recommendedSPSreference concept
based on the results of several contracts I with NASAand independent company-
sponsored activities by tile SpaceOperations and Satellite SystemsDivision of
Rockwell International.
Tile Rockwell SPSreference satellite and rectenna concept are presented
in Figure 1.1-i. Typically, a single satellite will provide 5 GWof electric
powerat the utility interface on tile ground. Tile satellite is located in
geosynchronousorbit and converts solar energy to dc electrical energy using
GaAssolar arrays at a concentration ratio of two suns. The dc electrical
energy is conducted from solar arrays to tile a,,tenna where it is transformed
into microwaveRFenergy. A large, l-km-diameter spacetennabeamsthe energy
to a receiving antenna (rectenna) on tile ground. Tile rectenna converts RF
energy, at very high efficiency, to dc electrical energy where it is collected
and routed to conversion centers for subsequentinput to the utility grid.
An overall scenario of construction sequencesleading to the first opera-
tional SPSsatellite is shownin Figure 1.1-2. The initial step is to establish
a LEOStation for the fabrication of a construction fixture to build tile space
construction base (SCB). Crewand materials would be transported to LEOby the
STSHLLVwith liquid rocket boosters. Shuttle external tanks from tile use of
these vehicles would be delivered to LEOand combinedto form a construction
fixture for the SCB.
After SCBconstruction, one of its first functional requirements would be
to fabricate EOTV'sto be used for the transfer of this base from LEOto its
operational location in GEO. Oncein GEO,the SCBwould be outfitted for
construction of a first satellite and then used in the fabrication of sub-
sequent units.
iSatellite Power Systems (SPS) Concept Definition Study (NAS8-32475) -
Exhibit D, October 1980; Exhibit C, March 1979; Exhibit A/B, April 1978;
and the SPS Feasibility Study (NAS8-32161), August 1976
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Figure 1..1-3 illustrates Rockwell's reference transportation flight
operations scenario designed to deliver cargo and personnel to geosynchronous
(GEO) orbit for SPS construction. Three SPS unique elements of the system are:
the Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle (HLLV), the Electric Orbit Transfer Vehicle
(EOTV), and the Personnel Orbit Transfer Vehicle (POTV). The HLLV is a two
stage parallel burn launch vehicle utilizing LOX/RP in the first stage and
LOX/LH2 in the second stage. Second stage propellants are crossfed from the
first stage during first stage burn. These stages take off from a vertical
position and land horizontally in a manner similar to that of the Shuttle
transportation system. Each HLLV launch can transport a 0.227×10 _ kg
(0.500xlO 6 ib) payload to low earth orbit (LEO).
_l_V 1tO GEO
Figure 1.1-3. SPS Transportation System--LEO Operations
Operational Program
The second major transportation element is the LEO-to-GEO cargo transfer
vehicle, the EOTV. The EOTV consists of a basic solar array structure and
electric (ion) thruster arrays by which as much as 6.86xi0 _ kg of cargo can
be transferred to a GEO--located construction site. A maximum EOTV load
would therefore accommodate approximately 30 HLLV missions.
A third vehicle is designed to transport personnel from the LEO staging
area to and from the GEO site. The vehicle consists of a single chemical
propulsion stage and a separable crew module. The propulsion element is
refueled in GEO for return to LEO. Acceleration and operation restrictions
are similar to those imposed for manned space vehicles.
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This volume is divided into four sections. Section 1.0 contains a
description of SPSconcepts, a discussion of the cost and programmatics study
approach, and presents ground rules/guidelines followed in completing the
tasks. Section 2.0 covers cost summariesand comparisonsalong with a dis-
cussion of costing methods including a review of cost effectiveness trades/
studies. A description of SPS programmatic elements is presented in Section
3.0 to describe the evolution of technological requirements and to acknowledge
schedule information on the flow and sequence of SPS design, development, con-
struction, and operational phases. Conclusions and Recommendations are pre-
sented in Section 4.0.
1.2 CONCEPT DEFINITION
Five SPS concepts were costed during the Exhibit D contract activity.
These configurations fall into two basic categories or "families" as shown
in Figure 1.2-1. The three-trough/planar concepts have varying masses
averaging 32.7xi0 _ kg (with growth) versus 18.5xi06 kg (with growth) for the
reflector/sandwich concepts; however, there is a variable power output at
the utility interface for each of these satellites. In accordance with the
contract, emphasis was placed on the updating of cost and programmatics
associated with Rockwell's SPS reference concept. Therefore, this volume
contains supporting information and descriptions on the reference concept and
provides summarized data on the other concepts developed.
1.2.1 ROCKWELL'S SPS CR-2 REFERENCE CONFIGURATION
The updated reference satellite concept utilizes klystron microwave power
amplifiers located on an end-mounted antenna. This concept consists of GaAs
solar panels placed on a three-trough planar structural frame having a length
of 16,000 meters.
Solar array panels in each bay are 730 m long and 650 m wide. Two of
these panels make up a voltage string of 43.3 kV when using a single-junction
GaAs cell. A _ panel is nearly able to provide 43.3 kV when a multi-
bandgap cell array is used with a solar constant of 1311.5 W/m 2 at summer
solstice and an end-of-life concentration ratio of 1.83 having an operational
temperature of I13°C. The installed solar panel area is defined as 28.47xi06
m 2 for the standard GaAs cell and 18.47×10 _ m 2 for the MBG cell. Total power
from the solar array output is estimated to be 9.94 GW. Total transmitted
power is 7.14 GW.
1.2.2 SPS CR-2 MAGNETRON CONFIGURATION
The satellite concept using magnetrons as microwave power amplifiers on
the antenna is physically similar to the klystron based concept and, therefore,
has the same general configuration as the reference concept. The array length
of the concept based upon a 20-kV (nominal) solar array voltage is 15,000 m.
Overall length, including the antenna, is 16,900 m.
Solar array panels are 700 m long and 650 m wide, and generate 21.85 kV
at the switch gear output. As was the case with the klystron concept, the
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650 m width consists of 26 strips, each 25 m wide. Total power from the solar
array output is estimated to be 9.8 GW. Total transmitted power is calculated
to be 8.00 GW. System efficiency factors for this configuration are indicated
in Figure 1.2-2.
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Figure 1.2-2. System Efficiency Chain--Magnetron Concept
(June 1980)
1.2.3 CR-2 SOLID-STATE CONFIGURATION
The satellite concept utilizing dual end-mounted solid-state antennas has
basic characteristics as summarized in Table 1.2-I. The illustrated concept
consists of a solar array, consisting of either single- or dual-junction solar
cells, and dual solid-state microwave power transmitting antenna. In essence,
the satellite configuration consists of two end-mounted satellites, each provid-
ing one-half the total output, joined together in a back-to-back configuration,
sharing a common central crossbeam structure. Overall dimensions of the array
are 4200 m wide by 18,000 m long, exclusive of antenna. Each antenna instal-
lation adds 2325 m. Thus, the overall length is 22.650 m.
Blanket dimensions are 650 m wide by 690 m long and the total area is
32.3×10 _ m 2 for the single-junction cell configuration. Each antenna produces
a i0 dB Gaussian shaped beam pattern to minimize side lobe power levels. Total
power output from each antenna is estimated to be 3.68 GW. Total transmission
power from the satellite is, therefore, 7.36 GW.
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Table 1.2-1. End-MountedSolid-State Antenna
Concept Characteristics
• GaAssolar array
• Geometric CR= 2.0
• Dual end-mountedmicrowaveantennas
• Amplifier base temperature = 125°C
• Amplifier efficiency = 0.8
• Antenna power taper = i0 dB
• Antenna diameter = 1.35 km
• Powerat utility interface = 2.61 GW/antenna(5.22 GWtotal)
• Rectennaboresight diameter = 7.45 km/reetenna
1.2.4 SOLID-STATEGaAsANDMBGSANDWICHCR-5CONCEPTS
Solid-state sandwich antenna system concepts were illustrated in Figure
1.2-1. Eachconfiguration consists of dual mirrors focusing solar energy upon
rear-mounted antenna panel solar cell blankets of the dual integrated solar
cell/power transmitting antenna (sandwich). The primary mirror is pivoted and
maybe rotated about the reflected solar axis so that the antenna will remain
locked to the antenna/rectenna boresight while maintaining solar pointing
during 25-hour earth rotation periods with a i23.5 ° variation in tile solar/
equatorial plane.
In these configurations, solar cell area and antenna aperture areas are
the same. However,solar cell effieiencies and characteristics of single and
multi-junction (MBG)cells dictate antenna apertures. Solar panel areas vary
from 2.63xi06 m2 to 2.09×106m2 for the MBGcell with antenna diameters of
1.83 kmand 1.63 km, respectively.
1.2.5 SPSSATELLITESPECIFICATION
Basic features of Rockwell satellites are the use of gallium arsenide-
based solar cells subjected to various concentrations of the sun's rays to
convert solar energy into its electrical equivalent. Klystron, magnetronor
solid state power amplifiers are used as the meansof developing high power
microwaveenergy for transmission to earth. Characteristics of the five con-
cepts that were costed by WBSline item are presented in Table 1.2-2.
Massproperties for these five concepts, as well as three other versions
using MBGsolar cells, were developed for the energy conversion, interface,
and powertransmission segmentsof the satellite. A massproperties statement
of these configurations is presented in Table 1.2-3.
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1.3 GUIDELINES AND GROUND RULES
Common guidelines and ground rules became the basis for uniform develop-
ment of SPS costs on all concepts. These ground rules were established at the
outset of the program development activity and included (i) a management and
integration factor of 5%, and (2) a 15% cost contingency that allows for a 25%
growth in the mass of space-related elements. Costing guidelines and ground
rules are summarized as follows:
• SPS option to provide 300-GW capability at the utility interface
• Overall SPS lifetime of 30 years with minimum maintenance
• Key dates for program planning
1981-1986--Research and Development
1981-1987--Key Technology Program Activities
1990 --SPS Commercialization
2000 --SPS Initial Operational Capability
• 25% mass contingency is costed as a 15% cost contingency on SPS
WBS items of the satellite" (i.i) and space construction and
support (1.2). Space transportation (1.3) masses include a 25%
contingency on mass in lieu of the 15% cost contingency.
• Management and integration costs at 5%
• Costs to be in constant FY 1979 dollars
• Add construction operations (RCI/O&M) to investment cost per SPS
In order to promote a complete and understandable comparison of SPS con-
cepts, and to maintain compatible economic and programmatic references, the SPS
Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) Dictionary I was used as the baseline document
for the definition and organization of program elements. This structure sub-
divided the program into lower-level elements within each major system group-
ing and associated dictionary definitions with special accounts and phases
unique to the program. Accounts and phases were designated for DDT&E; initial
capital investment (covering initial procurement and placement of each SPS);
replacement capital investment (capital asset replacement over the SPS operat-
ing life); and operations/maintenance (expendables and minor maintenance). A
summary of this structural interface (Table 1.3-1) provides the capability to
view and analyze the SPS program from a number of programmatic, economic/cost,
and management aspects. The SPS WBS and dictionary of Appendix A to this
volume was carefully maintained and updated as the programmatic baseline.
Approximately 300 line items were acknowledged for each concept during cost
and programmatic development by program phase.
ISPS Work Breakdown Structure Dictionary, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, November 1978
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Table 1.3-1. Summary SPS Work Breakdown Structure
HARDWARE AND ACTIVITIES
i.O SATELLITE POWER SYSTE_
l.l SATELLITE
I.I.I ENEPGY CONVERSION
i.I.2 POWER TRANSM!SSION
1.1.3 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT & CONTROL
1.1.4 ATTITUDE CONTROL AND STATIONKEEPING
1.1.5 COMMUNICATIONS
1.1.6 INTERFACE (ENERGY CONVERSION/
POWER TRANSMISSION)
I.I.7 SYSTEMS TEST
I.I.8 GSE
I.I.9 PILOT PLANT
I
1.2 SPACE CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPORT
1.2.1 CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES
1.2.2 LOGISTICS SUPPORT FACILITIES
1.2.30&M SUPPORT FACILITIES
1.3 TRANSPORTATION
1.3.1 SPS VTO/4L HLLV
1.3.2 COTV
1.3.3 STS PLV
1.3.4 PCTV
1.3.5 PM
1.3.6 IOTV
1.3.7 GROUND SUPPORT FACILITIES
1,4 GROUND RECEIVING STATION
1.4.1 SITE AND FACILITIES
1.4.2 RECTENNA SUPPORT STRUCTURE
1.4.3 POWER COLLECTION
1.4.4 CONTROL
1.4.5 GRID INTERFACE
1.4.6 OPERATIONS
1,5 MANAGEMENT AND INTEGRATION
DDT&E
PRr'-'Y3RAMPHASE
!THEORETICAL SPS INVEST-
FIRST SPS MENT PER
SATELLITE
OPERATIONS
1.4 STUDY TEAM AND INTERFACE
The SPS program development group functioned as an integral part of the
overall SPS study team and participated in the progress of study activities
providing regular input to each task as it evolved. This included day-to-day
interface with members of the SPS staff encouraged by the collocation of study
personnel and the ready access to supporting operations and facilities. In
addition to regular meetings, performance reviews and monthly activity reports
were u_ed as a means of statusing progress on each task. These items were
supplemented by telecons, visits, or correspondence with various NASA agencies
or DOE organizations such as Argonne National Labs.
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1.5 STUDY APPROACH
The objective of the study is to provide NASA with additional, accurate,
and sufficient data and information to enable the selection of preferred viable
SPS concepts by C¥ 1980 as a basis for subsequent technology advancement and
verification activities in the CY 1980-1987 time frame. The cost and program-
matic contribution was to (I) maintain and update or develop costs of SPS study
elements; (2) plan system development and technology programs with a focus on
the 1981-1986 time period; (3) to revise update, or prepare schedules on the
program and technology activity; and (4) to stimulate further analyses to lower
cost where possible through technical and operational design.
The results of each task focused on two major activities: (i) a review
and expansion of work under prior exhibits of this contract including the
Rockwell SPS cost computer program, and (2) the analysis, selection, and deter-
mination of cost estimates and program plans/schedules applicable to the family
of Rockwell SPS concepts. This overall activity included special analyses,
cost effectiveness studies, and trades/engineering reviews for the assessment
of various program elements--especially those of the satellite and transporta-
tion system.
A logic diagram is illustrated in Figure 1.5-1 for work carried out during
the study. It identifies inputs, outputs, processes of cost and programmatics
activities and the definition of research and technology phases.
INPUTS PROCESSESi
EXXiBi'rs,_lc i_
k_UOYGU,OEL,N_ I CONOUCTCOSTI I UPUATESeSI II GROUNORULES p,j
I eSPS-SOW Iv / TRADES/ | .J COSTMODEL I I OUTPUTS
leNASA DATA : | EVALUATIONS | - I AND COMPUTER I i f"" ........ "=1
_SUPPORTING | |ANO SENSITIVITYI I PROGRAM I I : oocmemATmn ;
; DOCUMENTATIONJ | ANALYSES | TASK5.1 I l I L L , , . - .
• ....... " 41, I " I OEvELoPcosTI _ :_RsmS'--'%J t
/ I I ESTIMATES I / _i • FINALREPORT I
TASK !.0 / | "_ BYTASK/ | / • SYSTEM i " : VOLUMEVI-COST :
l • oTECHNOLI_OEG;T I COSTS i | AND PROGRAMMATICS '
SYSTEM/ I / ,J I I "SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND Ii SUBSYSTEM / _ •SPSSYSTEM i i TECHNOLOGY-SE243 i
ANALYSES | [ • SOLID STATE _ | VOLUME V-SYSTEMS I
........ J / I •TECHNOLOGY I I ENGINEERING/INTEGRATION I
/ 5.3 1 TASKS.3 I _ I ANALYSES !
TASK 5..11 TASK t . . 'l -- "_ • UPDATED SPS COST ESTIMATES I
TA_K2.4 1 [ GR;uQNMoPIBL_ED I _! ExINLToEGRARTATERyI -I TE_RH_PoALRQEGYi F v'l'_s._e_ s°Nsoc'oSTAxE!r
| DEVELOPMENT _ DEVELOPMENT _ PLANNING | I i ....... O I
I TRANSPORTATION | AND TECHNOLOGYI | AND TECHNOLOGY i i PACKAGES i I I • PLANNING PACKAGES OF |
L'_ .*ALYSES J"'_ , REOUIREMENTSI I REOUIREMENTSI i • I I EXPLORATORYDEVELOPMENT|• • ' _ " • SAT (SE243) i i & TECHN LOGY PROGRAMMING i
I T_ eCOSTESTIMATES| i •COSTTRAOESANOANALYSES I
i DEFINE • SCHEDULES L._ eSPS PROGRAM SCHEDULES i
[TAJIK 3J / i T_HCHNuOL_ "_I •WORKSHOP !i | PARTICIPATION i
I OPERATION S _'N / NETWORKS L JANALYSES
L J .,2[ TASK B.2 ; TASK 52
TASK 4J
r 1
I SYSTEMSENGINEERING/ _
INTEGRATION _.
I ANALYSES ,,j "L
ASSESS NASA/ H DEVELOP SPS H ESTABLISH
DOE SIPS PROGRAM PROGRAH
PROGRAM & SCHEDULES/ SCHEDULES
BUDGET NETW RK
MILESTONES
Figure 1.5-1.
Cost and Programmatics
Study Logic
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2.0 SPS PROGRAMCOSTS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Results of SPScomparative assessmentson 5 of the Rockwell Concepts are
documentedin this section. It includes descriptions of cost relationships
betweenmajor SPSconcepts and describes the overall methodologyused in cost-
ing this program. Although several studies are detailed to illustrate the
actions taken in producing cost effective results, the objective of this
section is to present cost estimates on the reference concept and to compare
other concept variations.
2.2 COSTCOMPARISONS
Total programcosts were developed by assessing and costing WBSline items
within the phases of DDT&E,SPSinvestment, replacement capital, and operations/
maintenance. Relative distributions of cost for the Rockwell reference concept
are shownin Figure 2.2-1. Transportation systemsdominate DDT&Eand first unit
(TFU) cost by contributing to over 40%of each cost estimate. However, in the
case of the TFU, it is knownthat these costs cover system elements with a
service life that is capable of building more than one SPS. Average investment/
construction operations costs are about equally divided over the satellite, GRS,
and transportation system at about 30%each.
2.2.1 DDT&EANDTFUCOSTS
Front-end DDT&Eestimates of $33.6 billion consists of one-time costs
associated with designing, developing, testing, and evaluation of components,
subsystems, and systems required for the SPSprogram. It includes development
engineering testing and support necessary to translate a performance specifica-
tion into a design. This covers technology advancement/verification and ground-
based exploratory developmentplus programplan definitions, detail drawings
for system hardware fabrication, system integration, and required space and
ground tests along with neededground support systems.
Over 85%of DDT&Ecosts fall within the areas of space transportation,
space construction and support, and the satellite, where the SPSVTO/HLHLLV
accounts for over three quarters of the transportation DDT&Ecost. The space
construction DDT&Eprojection is about equally distributed over facilities and
equipment of the space construction base (SCB)and LEObase. Systemground test
hardware/operations represent some60%of the satellite DDT&Ecost estimate.
TFUestimates of $53.6 billion include the full dollar assessmentfor an
early pilot plant, an initial satellite and ground receiving station, space
transportation fleets, the LEO,SCB, support assemblyequipment, and the
facilities needed to establish a 5-GWSPSoperational capability. This means
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MGMT S INTEG.
GRD. REC. STA._. DDT&E
MASS CONTING
$33.6B
MGMT & I NTEG._. TFU
MASS CONTING
$53.6B
CONSTR. & SUPPORT, 3_\ SAT. INVESTMENT/
MGMT & INTEG., 4_ \CONSTR. OPS.
MASS CONTINGE__
| TAT/ON / _33_ I
26_'GR )UNDO. /
k/ RECEIVING
STATION /
$15,0B
Figure 2.2-i.
POST-IOC
MGMT & I NTEG. RC /O&M
MASS CONTING_
| & SUPPORT _ l
y GR0UN_\ '";:;;_ /
_RECEIVING \ _'_ /
_TATION \ /
$O.145B/SAT/YR
Rockwell Reference P1anar/Klystron Concept
(1980 Exhibit D)
that the TFU cost includes elements with a service lifetime capable of build-
ing more than one SPS system. In this regard, analysis has shown that trans-
portation and space construction and support equipment represent the largest
portion of total TFU costs, and it is these same systems that will be used to
construct additional satellites.
A cost breakdown of DDT&E ($33.6B) and TFU ($53.6B) for a first fu11-up
5-GW SPS is presented in Table 2.2-1. Another comparison is shown in Figure
2.2-2, where DDT&E and TFU costs were combined to i11ustrate significant
elements of cost associated with the first SPS. It should be noted that
space transportation and ground facilities are double those of sate] lite
system or space construction/support elements.
Costs of the first SPS includes the cost of technology advancement/DDT&E
plus system hardware and facilities including the cost of all systems and com-
ponents needed to construct, test, and verify the first SPS. This covers the
cost of (i) a transportation system that will have a Iif_time capability of
building more than one satellite, (2) a space construction equipment and space
base designed to service an entire SPS option, (3) ground construction equip-
ment to build many rectenna receiving stations, and (4) the factories and
equipment for further system acquisition.
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Io1
h2
1.3
1.5
|.b
RUCKItELL. _"$ I..R-_ KEFEKENCE CONF]IGuRA1|UNtlg80
IABLt. 2.2-1. _.,_I'eLL|IE POWER SYSTI:_ ISP_.) PROGRAM [,HEVEILUPIqEN| GOST
DtSCRIPllON
SA1EI. L|IE PUtilcR SY_.TI-M I_,PSI PRUbRAIq
SATELL| 1E bY_lEl_
SPACE (,.UNSTRULTION r _,UlaPORT
1RAN SPUKIA| i(.;N
bRQUNO RECEIVING bTAIION
M_AGI:MENT ANU |/_lll-bR&llON
I"1_S$ CUN1 |NGENCI
DEVELOPMENT
DDlf.E 1FU
33_)B9.69 | 53_b_6.630
?"/99.059 9B || .328
8_64.0]S l 0"/._7.824
131_4o.137 23334.677
13_.368 4,2 4,9.7._4
|482.630 240"/.669
24b_..4.63 30 b_. 3 "/2
IOTAL
8T 2..'l 6. 062
17610. 38 T
19321. Ilbq)
364.88.613
_,3tl So 12 IL
3890,299
_)39083Z
• GRS SITE
• RECTENNASUPPORT STR.
• POWERCOLLECTtON
• GRID INTERFACE
• ENERGYCONVERSION
• POWERTRANSMISSION
• INTERFACE
• IMS-ACS
• SPS PILOT PLANT
• SYS. TEST/GSE
| SATELLITE TIUI, NSP_MT&T I Oil |
/ s_',_'r_ / \ , :.c_,,o I
\/,...,X/
y co,,S.,,.CT,O. X /
\ . su,,o., \ /
• SCB
• LEO BASE
• O&M BASE
$87.2 BILLION INCLUDES:
• TECHNOLOGY AD V&NC [,W.ENT/
_EEO
• _DT 7,E
•_:ABRICAT|ON
"TEST AND EVALUATION
• CPE:_AT | ONA__ ACCEPTANCE
• SPS VTO/HL HLLV
• STS & OPERATIONS
• EOTV
• POT'VI PM
• I01"V
• TRANSPORTATION
OPERATIONS
• GROUND SUPPORT
FACILITIES
Figure 2.2-2. Total Cost of the First Operational SPS
Average SPS investment costs are identified as total program costs (less
DDT&E) divided by the satellite option quantity plus the cost of replacement
capital/O&M associated with items consumed before SPS-IOC (initial operational
capability). Table 2.2-2 summarizes the elements of cost for an average invest-
ment per SPS and identifies annual costs of RCI/O&M per satellite year.
Replacement capital investment are those expenditures relating to asset
replacement and major maintenance overhauls that are expected to last for
more than one year and result in an improvement to the operating system.
Replacement capital requirements for the systems used to construct the satel-
lite or ground station through IOC are to be included as an investment cost
along with O&M expenditures during that same construction period.
Table 2.2-3 presents investment and operational construction costs for
the Rockwell SPS reference concept and combines them for a total investment.
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I
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
|.b
RUI.KNtLL 5PS CA-2 _EFERENCE CUNFIGURATIONtl9BO
TABLE 2.2-2. SAT_-LLITE POWE_ $¥_1_M ISPS) PROGRAH PRE-|OC COSTS
oESCR|PIIUN
SATELLIIE PUMER SV_IEN I$P$1 PROGRAM
SATELLITE SYSTE_
SPACE C[JNSTRuCllt_ [ SUVPURT
TRANSPORTA11ON
GROUND RECEIVINb blAIIUN
NANAGEMEN1 AND |NIE6RAllON
MASS CuNTINGEN_
AVERAGE OPS COST PER SAT/VR TOTAL
|NV PER SAT R(I-PRE O_m-PRE PRE-IOC
12742.b17 71.966 b.104 78.068
4978o186 0.0 0.0 OoO
209e876 6.331 3.713 8.06¢
1989.518 63.68! 0.0 63o481
6217.105 0.087 1.570 1.657
569°73_ 3.395 0.2b _` 3ob_9
TT8.20B 0.650 0.557 1.207
Table 2.2-3. Rockwell SPS Reference Concept Costs
(1980)
COST CATEGORY
INVESTMENT PER
SATELLITE
1979 DOLLARS (BILLIONS)
TOTAL
12.7
2.3
SATELLITE
5.0
SPACE
CONSTR.
0.2
SPACE
TRANSP.
2.0
GROUND
STATION
4.2
MGMT &
INTEGR
o.5
MASS
CONTING.
0.8
CONSTRUCTION
RCI/O&M - 0.2 1.9 0.05 O.1 0.05
TOTAL 15.0 5.0 0.4 3.9 4.25 0.6 0.85
SPS OPERATIONS
RCI/O&M 0.145 0.034 O.031 0.032 0.032 0.O_6
(S/SAT/YR)
Average total investment per SPS is equivalent to a per unit c _t of th_
total SPS requirement (TFU plus systems 2 through 60) as divided by th(_ option
quantity. This total average cost of $15.0 billion includes a 5% contingency
for management and integration and a 15% cost contingency for growth in thc_
mass of space elements. Satellite system costs of $5.0 billion are made up of
power transmission (46%) and energy conversio_ (47%). The ground station
estimate of $4.25 billion is primarily in tht_ rectenna support structurc,s a_,l
the power collection system. Transportation system investme_ _ costs _ $2.0
billion are nearly equal to the RCI/O&M estimates of $1.9 billion p_r w_rage
SPS. The total average (investment) cost ($15.0 billion) per 5.07 GW ,_tpu_
at the utility interface yields an investment cost of $2959/kW.
2.2.2 OPERATIONAL COSTS
SPS operational costs after IOC are estimated to average $0.145 billion
per satellite year (Table 2.2-4). The distribution of costs are about equa|
for the satellite, space construction, transportation, and ground station
systems. These costs include the RCI/O&M needed to maintain the transportation
fleet, mobile maintenance bases, LEO/SCB support facilities, and the ground
station over its oi_ rational lifetime projected at 30 years.
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ROCKn_LL _:d>$ ('9-2 kE-FEREkrCE CONF]_wlUn_AI|ONt lqO0
TABLE 2.2-.4. SAIELLITE PU_tER SY$1EM iSPSJ PROGRAPl POST-|OC COSTS
***POST-|Of. ***e*e_ee
OPS COST PER SAT/YR TOTAL
NB_ t O_SCRIPllu_ RC]'-I_OST DIN-POST I_[_$T-IOC
| S&T_LL]lf PUw_R _'YSIEM |SPS) PROC_AR 73.8_8 7|.|,46 |¢q.gT6
1.1 SAlkLLITE $¥$Tt_ 33.025 0.720 33.74S
|.Z SPACE CuNsTRUCTIUN C SUPPURT 15.134 ]5.628 30.762
1.3 IRANSPORTAllO_I 15.019 17.419 32.4S9
1.4 GROUND RE£EIVIN_ SIAIIO_ 0.234 3|.6_b 31.890
1.S MA_AGEMEN1 &_D ]hlb_R&l]Oh 3.172 3.2'1 6.4_3
1.6 NAS$ CONTINf_E_C_ 7.2Z4 2.452 9.6_6
2.2.3 CONCEPT COST COMPARISONS
An overall comparison of five SPS concepts was developed during the
study as identified in Table 2.2-5. Option quantities and power outputs at
the utility interface are consistent with the provision to establish a 300 GW
capability at 30 years. DDT&E values represent non-recurring front-end program
costs estimated for each concept. TFU costs represent hardware, software, and
services needed to _uild the first unit. Investments per satellite and RCI/O&M
estimates during construction operations equal average SPS cost based on the
procurement option. Post-lOC operations cost is the annual amount required to
maintain each SPS system after it becomes operational. Installation costs per
kW are shown in the last column.
A graphic comparison of installation costs for a series of SPS concepts
is presented in Figure 2.2-3 where the klystron, magnetron, and solid state
dual end-mounted antenna configurations are shown to have MBG (multi-bandgap)
solar cells. Because of an increase in efficiency with MBG cells, energy con-
version masses and also costs of the satellite are reduced. This, in turn,
impacts transportation system requirements and replacement capital investments.
From this comparison, the three-trough/planar/magnetron concept with GaAs or
MBG is distinctly preferrable.
Prior analyses have indicated several advantages of the magnetron concept
as to installation cost and projected mills per kilowatt-hour at the utility
interface. Elements of the SPS planar magnetron configuration were analyzed
to obtain more insight as to the areas of high cost and to identify significant
costs within each phase of the program. Results are presented in Table 2.2-6
for the magnetron concept.
Almost 80% of the average investment cost of $14.05 billion per magnetron
SPS is distributed over 7 items with 32% attributable to the rectenna support
structure and power collection system. Another 24% is associated with SPS HLLV
and COTV transportation elements. Similar comparisons exist in other program
phases with the transportation system being a most significant element. Solar
blankets, power transmission arrays, and space construction facilities are among
the other more prominent items of space hardware.
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SPS CONCEPT
REFERENCE UPDATE GaAs
PLANARIKLYSTRON
(5.00 GWuTIL)
THREE-TROUGH GaAs
PLANAR-MAGNETRON
(5.60 GWuTIL)
THREE-TROUGH GaAs
PLANAR-SOLID STATE
(5.22 GWuTIL)
DUAL REFLECTORS
GaAs-SANDWICH
(2.42 GWuTIL )
DUAL REFLECTORS
MBG-SANDWICH
(3.06 GWuTIL)
Table 2.2-5. SPS Concept Comparisons
SPS
OPTION
QUAN. DDT&E
60 33.6
54 31.7
58 35.0
125 32.7
98 32.8
TFU
53.6
52.0
56.0
57.3
55.7
1979 DOLLARS (BILLIONS)
INVESTMENT .'ONSTRUCTION
PER OPERATIONS
SATELLITE (RCI/O&M)
12.7_.3
11.8 2.2
15.0 2.8
7.4 1.5
POST-IoC
OPERATIONS
($/SAT/YR)
0.14
0.13
0.14
0.08
0.08
INSTALLATION
COST
$/kW
il
$3000
$2500
$3400
$3680
$2975
m
INSTALLATION
COST i$1WWl
1000
0
SOl.ill
_1 coIn_Wslel
U.f. P'_Mn (_)
!'!iiii_
,i_:_:
I
_At PqBG G4nAs _G
_LVSI'II_ PqAG_rn(]vq
5.0 5.6
Figure 2.2-3.
CONSTRUCTIONRCI lOaM
G_A! IIDG
S.S. SAIqOWICH
5.Z 2.4 3.o
MANAGEMENT, INTEGRATION
& MASS CONTINGENCY
GROUNORECEIVING
STATION
TRANSPORTATION
CONSTRUCTION
& SUPPORT
Installation Cost Comparisons
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2.2.4 REFERENCE CONCEPTS (CONTRACT EXHIBIT D VS. EXHIBIT C)
In this section, cost estimates of the Exhibit D Rockwell SPS Reference
CR-2 (Three-Trough/Planar/Klystron) Concept are compared with those identified
in Exhibit C (April 1979) as shown in Figure 2.2-4. These totals are equivalent
comparisons of basic SPS cost and do not include RCI/O&M assessments incurred
during the construction period preceding IOC.
[ INVESTMENTPER SATELLITE(1979VS. 1980) I
_/ SATELLITE
• TRANSMITTER SUBARRAY
• POWER DISTRIB. & CONTROL
I/ GROUND STATION
• NO CHANGE
I/TRANS PORTAT ION
• LESS MASS TO ORBIT
• USING SPS FOR PERSONNEL
• STS REQMTS ON FLIGHT BASIS
1/MASS CONTINGENCY
• 15% FACTORED ITEM
V SPACE CONSTRUCTION & SUPPORT
• O&M FACILITIES ON SAT/YR BASIS
19?g I_0
(EXH.C) IEXH. DI
1/MANAGEMENT & INTEGRATION
• 5% FACTOREDITEM
Figure 2.2-4. Rockwell SPS Reference Concept Comparison
(3-Trough/Planar/KlysEron)
The decrease in satellite system costs are attributed to a significant
reduction in the cost of klystron powered subarrays. A full discussion of
savings in this area is described in the Cost Effectiveness section 2.3 of
this volume. Some offsetting increases have been identified to primary and
secondary structures plus GaAs solar blankets of the energy conversion segment.
SPS HLLV VTO-HL transportation system reductions are attributed to a
lesser mass for the satellite and a change in the scenario where tile SPS HLLV
will now be used to transport personnel to LEO versus tile STS which was planned
as the personnel vehicle in Exhibit C. In addition, STS requirements for early
phases of the program will be satisfied by buying flights at a user-fee versus
the procurement of an STS fleet. Also, the transportation scenario has been
optimized to more adequately phase STS-HLLV and SPS-HLLV requirements with the
fabrication of a pilot plant and the building of SPS satellites.
Reductions in space construction and support have occurred due to a
revision in the approach of maintaining an operational satellite. A revised
scenario has been implemented for satellite operations and maintenance by using
mobile maintenance bases (MMB's) that service satellites from a single central
2-8
location on the SCB. This change requires fewer facilities and manpower which
reduced the mass to orbit versus that of a manned base at each satellite as
contemplated in Exhibit C. In addition, MMB's and supporting maintenance
facilities are amortized as O&M costs per satellite year versus their prior
assignment as investment costs.
Reductions in satellite RCI/O&M costs have also occurred as a result of
work under Exhibit D. Reasons for the more significant variances are:
• Klystron tube replacements are potentially less frequent by the
installation of multiple cathodes that may be switched as required,
or by design changes that will incorporate a replaceable cathode
filament only.
• RCI factors for transportation systems lifetimes have been reassessed
and revised to reflect expected improvements in operational routines
that would result in fewer replacements.
• A study and analysis of the O&M model used for space construction
and support equipment resulted in an improved and more realistic
version for the calculations of costs. Therefore, annual O&M values
were established as follows:
Unit Equip. Sets of Annual No. of Years
Price x _uantity_ .x .Equipment x % O&M x of O&M/Sat. Annual
= O&M value
SPS Satellite Option Quantity per sPS
Changes in the values of contingency items are due to reductions in line
item costs of those elements to be factored. For example, management/integra-
tion and mass contingencies are items based on a factor of bottom line costs.
As these costs are of a lower value, there is a resultant reduction in these
categories.
2.3 COST EFFECTIVENESS
During the study, a number of analyses and engineering review sessions
were conducted on high cost items involving critical systems and components of
the satellite, transportation, space construction, and ground station elements
of the program. These activities focused on obtaining better technical defini-
tions for improved costing. In addition, SPS programmatic aspects were studied
to develop optimized scenarios, traffic models, explicit WBS-oriented mass
statements, and efficient vehicle usage. The following paragraphs summarize
many of these efforts.
2.3.1 MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION COSTS
Microwave radiating elements (waveguides) are used in conjunction with
microwave power generation devices (klystron or magnetron) to radiate this
form of energy from a satellite located in GEO to a ground receiving station.
A special study was completed of the microwave system (Figure 2.3-1) to identify
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possible techniques of manufacturing large quantities of these elements and to
project costs for their mass production. Techniques considered by Rockwell's
Adwmced Manufacturing Technology group focused on the producibility of wave-
guides and considered dip brazing, fluxless brazing, and adhesive bonding.
Although methods of adhesive bonding seem feasible, it appeared that this tech-
nology would need considerable development to meet the 1990 ground rule for
availability.
The fluxless brazing technique appears as a practical alternative at this
time and reflects Rockwell's work on a NASA/Langley Research Center contract
(NASI-I_382) which resulted in the fabrication of an actively cooled panel.
Mass production requirements would dictate the use of vacuum furnaces, self-
jigging features to hold components, fully automated operation with inspection
on _ statistical basis, special tooling, and continuous operation. Results
of this cost analysis are detailed in Table 2.3-1.
Table 2.3-1. Detail of Rockwell Microwave System Design
MW System Component
• Waveguide
• Heat pipes (thermal)
• Klystron (i unit/LRU)
• Phase shifters
• Phase control electronics
• Power dividers and combiners
Integration @ 50%
LRU cost
LRUs/ontenna
Total estimate/antenna
LRU: 5.8 m 2
Antenna: 830,264 m 2
Power modules: 142,902
LRU Cost (1979 Dollars) WBS Reference
$ 348 1.1.2.2.2
3,006 1.1.2.2.3
2,340 1.1.2.2.4
1,170 1.1.2.2.5
955 1.1.2.2.6
152 1.1.2.2.7
$ 7,971
3,986 1.1.2.2.8
11,957
142,902
$ 1709xI0 _
The Rockwell dual end-mounted antenna CR-2 (three-trough/planar/solid
state) configuration utilizes a solid-state power transmission array. Elec-
trical power is received from solar panels located on the planar wing of the
satellite and transmitted to the solid-state array. Figure 2.3-2 shows the
configuration and summarizes the cost analysis which identified the amplifiers
as a significant cost item.
Microwave transmission subarrays on the solid-state sandwich CR-5 (GaAs
and MBG) configurations with dual antennas and dual reflectors are detailed in
Figure 2.3-3. This subarray is an integral assembly and has solar panels,
solid-state devices, amplifiers, and supporting components. Fewer amplifiers
are required in this design as compared with the solid-state array.
Costs for the materials and fabrication of solid-state (SPS sandwich
concept) antenna array panels were estimated by the Rockwell Advanced Manufac-
turing Technology group in conjunction with the Tulsa division and selected
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vendors. Sandwich and truss structures (Figure 2.3-3) were estimated on the
basis of between 50% and 75% of the cost of structural materials, depending on
complexity. Berylox radiator estimates were based on factored vendor projec-
tions considering current technology status.
Multi-bandgap (MBG) solar cell estimates are identified in Table 2.3-2,
where a complexity factor has been considered in arriving at processing costs.
These data provide a basis for the 1979 cost estimate as used in Figure 2.3-3.
Table 2.3-2. Cost Estimate of Multi-Bandgap So]ar Cell
MATERIAL
Gallium
Arsenic
Selenium
Indium
Silver
Silica
Silicon (MG)
Silicon (SEG)
Zinc
Aluminum
Gold Film + Base
Metal
Tin
A1203 (Sapphire)
Copper
Teflon
gapton
TOTAL COST OF HATER IAL ($M) *
MULTI-BANDGAP SOLAR (:ELLS
AMOUNT REQIITRFn (HfF.) U.MIT COST OF FL_TERIAL (Ref. t) (;aAlAs/GalnAs
156
84.1
780
840
17 kg
26
310
59,311
13,162
9 kg
100 (For A),IO (For B)
880
4872
860
1650
2200
$200/kg
$100.09/kg ($45.4/1b) (99.999%)
$192/kg (99.999%)
$96.5/kg ($3/Troy oz.)
$159.39/kg ($72.30/1b)
$1/kg
$10/kg
$1170/kg (99.999%)
$138/kg (99.999%
$1.82/m _ (Ref. 2)
$12.21/kg ($5.54/ib)
$325/kg
$1.17/kg ($0.53/Ib)
$0.08/kg ($0.0344/lb)
$66.14/kg ($30/Ib) (25 Dm Film)
2.5
49.4
14.
115.67
10.8
1,583.
1.0
0.1
146.
(Baaed on Total Array Arva ol
61.2 km 2 )
Total Array $/m 2 = Materials + Processin (DOE Goal) *Millions of (lo21ars
GaAIAs/GalnAs Array $/m 2 = $35.3/m 2 + ($34/m 2 × 1.2) = 76.2/m 2 (1977 Dollars) =
$89.15/m 2 (1979 Dollars)
REFERENCES:
(1) Evaluation of Solar Ceils and Arrays for Pot('ntial Solar Power Sat(,llite Application,
ADL, March 31, 1978 (NAS9-15294).
(2) High Efficiency Thin Film CaAs Solar Cells, R. J. Stirn, .II'L. April, 1976 (NSF/RA 760/28).
2.3.2 SECONDARY STRUCTURE COSTS
A detail analysis was made on the cost of secondary structure needed for
the satellite, precursor test article, and cargo (electric) orbit transfer
vehicles. Secondary structure for use in SPS application includes cables and
catenarys, mounting brackets, clamps, and installation structure required as
an interface and mounting attach point for components, assemblies, and sub-
systems. It also includes any structure required between two or more compon-
ents or assemblies.
A review of SPS CER data points versus design characteristics _n e_;tab-
lishing that data base indicates higher complexities and masses than that
considered for SPS secondary structures. On this basis, complexity factors
were identified for the satellite and COTV to more adequately consider their
design characteristics versus those in the data base. Other adjustments were
implemented in terms of tooling and development factors, especially on common
use items.
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2.3.3 SPSMAINTENANCEOSTS
Centralized versus decentralized maintenanceconcepts were studied to
identify a better methodof servicing the satellite during its 30-year lifetime.
Exhibit C requirements specified a mannedfacility on each satellite, mainly
for the reason of klystron tube changeout. A contemplated design improvement
to use multiple cathodes in each klystron or that of a replaceable cathode
filament, offers the potential of fewer tube changes. Basedon this probabil-
ity, an approachwas developed using the SCBas a facility and control center
to monitor satellite performance and to dispatch mobile maintenancebases on a
preventive/maintenance schedule and as neededto restore operationa] status.
The need for fewer O&Mpersonnel, crew rotations, and work/crew facilities
have resulted in a $0.75 billion reduction of individual satellite operational
costs over 30 years.
2.3.4 TRANSPORTATIONC STS
SPSHLLV,EOTV,and OTVflight requirements have been reduced from
Exhibit Cwork becauseof fewer klystron tube replacements and less massto
orbit during the operational phase.
STSHLLVcosts are reduced as f]ight requirements are costed on the basis
of auser-fee schedule. In addition, fewer flights are required as the SPSHLLV
will be used to transfer personne] to orbit during construction and maintenance
periods.
2.3.5 SPSCOMPUTERP OGRAM
Rockwell's SPScomputer programto ca]culate cost estimates was expanded
to moreeffectively identify RCI/O&Mcosts before and after SPSIOC. In addi-
tion, a subroutine wasadded to the programto facilitate base year cost cal-
culations in concert with NASAescalation indices.
During this past year, several mechanical/procedural changeswere made
to improve computerprocessing of cost estimates. An initial changewas to
use TSO(time sharing terminals) for a]l SPScosting versus tile methodof
computer punchedcards. Tbis reduced processing time for input data and
changes. In addition, savings are evident through the reduction of manpower
as neededto makeinputs. The TSOwas used to electronically reproduce data
base sets for use in initiating cost estimates on the other four SPSconfig-
urations. Also, terminal operations were used to makechangesin basic com-
puter subroutines and report formats, plus providing capability of releasing
reports immediately to facilitate subsequentanalyses.
2.4 SPSCOSTINGAPPROACH
SPScost estimates were developedparametrically and from "grass-roots"
analysis utilizing the Rockwell SPScost computerprogram for the calculation
of costs covering SPSprogramphases. Thecomputer cost model provided the
analytical method in support of systems analysis and for the conduct of special
cost trades or SPScomparative assessments. This cost modelwas structured to
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the NASASPSWorkBreakdownStructure and Dictionary of Appendix A. It util-
ized the NASA-MSFCCERdata base and incorporated grass roots analyses/special
studies, plus information from the Rockwell CERdata base. This continuous
interaction to seek and establish better cost estimates has resulted in a
higher degree of confidence in the resultant cost estimates. While cost esti-
mating relationships were developed to be as accurate as possible, it is too
early in the SPSdefinition process to precisely predict either the final
systempoint design or point estimates. However, it is believed that another
step has been taken to predict the direction and relative magnitude of cost
impacts and to aid in design determinations and decisions of a preferred
concept. This relationship is evident in the comparative assessmentsof costs
and programmaticson various concepts described in this fina] report.
There are basically four types of cost equations in the model, correspond-
ing to the four WBSphases or accounts--DDT&E,initial capital investment,
replacement capital investment, and operations and maintenance. The cost
methodologyis shownin detail in Appendix B as it covers CD (DDT&E),CTFU,
and CIPS (initial capital investment); CRCI(replacement capital investment);
and CO&M(operations and maintenance). Appendix B also provides a brief nar-
rative description of each CER,its application, input data, and the calculated
value for each type of cost.
The DDT&Eequation (CD) estimates the cost of design, development test/
evaluation, and non-recurring costs. Separate factors were utilized to ca]cu-
late the proportional assessmentfor managementand integration and as a cost
contingency for massgrowth. In view of the gross nature of the ]eve] of
information currently available on WBSl.l.7--System test (hardware/operations)
and GroundSupport Equipment--the cost of systems test was assumedat 100%of
the satellite system ICI cost; whereasGSEwas factored at ]0% of the satellite
DDT&Ecost through WBSelement 1.1.7.
Total system mass, area, or power factors were used as the inputs for
DDT&ECERs. A development factor (DF) is included in the equation to adjust
the cost to reflect only that portion of the total system mass, area, or power
considered to be necessary for developmentof the complete system where it is
not required to develop the total mass, area, or power. The CDcost equation
also allows for the application of a complexity factor (CF) to adjust the cost
results when it is determined that the item being estimated is either more
or less complexthan the CERbase data.
The initial capital investment (ICI) cost equations estimate the initial
capital investment cost of hardware items as a function of their mass, area,
or power. The ICI cost equation is expressed in several different forms--
CLRM,CTFU,CTB,and CIPS. The CLRM(cost of lowest repeating module) equation
requires that the point estimate correspond to the mass, area, or power of the
lowest repeating module (M). This is necessary because of the physical scale
of the SPSand the production quantities required for manyof the hardware
elements. It is not reasonable to estimate the SPSinitial capital investment
cost as a historical function of the entire SPSmass, area, or power. Rather,
it is desirable to cost the numberof repeating modules required per satellite
to establish the satellite theoretical first-unit cost (TFU), and then input
the satellite TFUcost into a progress (learning) function for the quantity of
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satellites required to calculate the averageunit cost (IPS). This calculation
involves two steps in the cost equations. Thefirst step (CLRM)is simply the
portion of the equation which estimates the theoretical first repeating module
cost as discussed above. The second step (CTFU)has the progress function
incorporated into the equation for the quantity of repeat modules required per
satellite. This is automatically taken into account with the progress over
production quantities as required whencalculating the cost to build (CTB).
CTBcalculations are then factored on the basis of a requirement to construct
an SPSdivided by the option quantity.
At the current level of SPSdefinition, it was difficult to define a
repeating module. It is often impossible to knowwith any certainty just
what portion of the total massis appropriate to run through the equation as
a module. It is just as difficult to identify howmanydistinct types or
designs of moduleswill be required for any subsystemor assembly. In such
cases, the study simply assumeda modulemass(or area or power) based on an
engineering best judgment.
Replacementcapital investment (CRCI) CERsprovide for the multiplication
of the annual spares fraction (R) of each systemby that system's cost to arrive
at an RCI cost per satellite per year. This amountis then used as the basis
for calculation of RCI before and after IOC. The calculation is carried out
by the multiplication of CRCItimes a factor (Z6) representing an assessment
of that portion associated with RCI during the construction period. Post-RCI
costs are calculated by the multiplication of another factor (I.0-Z6).
Operations and maintenancecosts (CO&M)are estimated in terms of O&M
cost per satellite per year. O&Mcosts include those expenditures incurred
in day-to-day operations, beginning with SPSinitial operating capability
(IOC) and continuing over the life of each satellite. They consist of wages
of O&Mpersonnel, minor repairs and adjustments to systems to maintain an
ordinarily efficient operating condition, expendablesand consumables,launch
costs for delivery and transfer of on-orbit personnel, and cargo resupply of
expendables and consumables,etc. O&Mcosts are calculated by the use of a
direct cost input or by an annual factor per SPStimes the cost to build the
particular system.
The cost methodologyseeks to account for five separate effects which
influence SPScost: scaling, specification requirements, complexity, the
degree of automation, and production progress. Scaling refers to the rela-
tionship in cost betweenitems varying in size but similar in type. Economies
of scale usually ensure that such a relationship will not be strictly linear,
but rather as size increases the cost per unit of size will decrease. The
scope of this relationship is reflected by the equation exponentwhich results
from the regression analysis of the data used to develop the cost estimating
relationships.
Specification requirements have beenaccounted for by normalizing the CER
data base to mannedspacecraft specification levels, using factors from the
RCAprice model.I From that model, an average cost factor to adjust MIL-SPEC
iEquipment Specification Cost Effect Study, Phase II, Final Report,
November 30, 1976, by RCA Government Systems Division.
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to mannedspacecraft is around 1.75 for DDT&Eand 1.6 for production cost.
Under the assumption that somerelaxation of Apollo-type specifications can be
madefor the SPS,a factor of 1.5 was assumedfor both DDT&Eand production
cost. Furthermore, it was assumedthat a factor of 3.0 would adjust commercial
specifications to SPSrequirements; therefore, military or commercial cost data
used in the CERswere adjusted upwardby factors of 1.5 and 3.0, respectively.
The cost equations allow a complexity factor input to adjust the cost
result whenit is determined that the item being estimated is either more or
less complexthan the listed CERdata base.
Thedegree of automation is accounted for in certain cost equations through
an adjustment to the CERcoefficient by the tooling factors given in Appendix B.
The effect of tooling is dependentupon the annual production rate. Higher pro-
duction rates allow harder tooling and, thus, effect cost reductions. The
tooling factors are used only on those CERswhich are based on historical aero-
space programswith limited annual production rates. Tooling factors are not
used (and thus are not exercised as part of the equations in Appendix B tables)
on those CERswhich are based on data already reflecting automatedproduction
techniques (e.g., the commercial electronics data for the microwaveantenna
CER).
Finally, the decreasing cost effects of progress, due to production
process improvementsor direct labor learning, are accounted for through stand-
ard progress functions. ManySPScomponentswill be mass-producedat very low
annual rates muchin the labor intensive mannerof historical spacecraft pro-
grams andwould, therefore, experience learning. (Technically distinguishable
from learning, but still predictable with the sameform of exponential function,
are the effects of production process improvements. In this model, when
progress functions are used, they are meant to account for both of these
effects.) A constant relationship has been assumedbetween the progress
fraction and the annual production rate.
The SPScosting programhas been expandedto enable automatic calculation
of base year changesin accordancewith NASAescalation indices. For example,
if coefficients of cost equations have been entered in terms of ]977 do]Jars,
and 1979is the desired base year, an escalation factor will be automatically
applied by the computer for appropriate base year calculations. Similarly,
if 1978 coefficients have been entered, the computer will complete necessary
calculations. If base year calculations are used, they will be processed as
entered. These factors can be applied to CDCER,CICER,and O&Minput
coefficients.
As required by costing ground rules and assumptions, all CERsare in
terms of 1979dollars. The study did assume1990 technology and 1990 supply/
demandconditions which, in somecases, resulted in differential (non-general)
price inflation or deflation between1979 and 1990 being included in the CERs.
Specifically, it wasassumedthat composite raw material prices and some
electronic componentprices will decrease relative to general prices, while
aluminumcoil stock prices will increase relative to general prices. Such
effects are allowed for by the CERs,but only to the extent that the expected
price changesdiffer from expected general price changes. The CERsaffected
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are those for the antenna structure, power source structure, and microwave
antenna.
The Rockwell cost model and SPScomputerprogram incorporate the MSFC
CERdata base and are consistent with the WBSof Appendix A. During this
past contract period, the cost approach and data base have been expandedand
refined by additional studies and special analyses, including "grass roots"
cost determinations such as those conducted on the power transmission system.
In addition, the computerprogram produces a series of newreports on the
segregation of replacement capital investment before and after IOC. The use
of time-sharing terminals has addeda degree of flexibility, especially in
the entry of inputs, establishing duplicate data bases for other concept com-
parisons, and in making changesto the basic computer program and its
subroutines.
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3.0 SPS PROGRAMMATICS
3.i INTRODUCTION
Studies of the Satellite PowerSystem(SPS)concept have attested to the
technical feasibility of solar power stations located in space and to their
potentially economicadvantages as comparedwith candidate earth-based energy
systems in the calendar period, 2000-2030. Although overall success of SPS
development is possible over a range of performanceand design levels, it is
necessary to define attainable performance parameters for the developmentof
SPSspecifications and design requirements through a confirmation of technology
advancementrequirements.
In order to continue with various SPSconcept definition studies, knowledge-
able extrapolations of the current state of technology, the degrees of improve-
ment in technical performance, and the expected reductions in cost all require
further analysis to identify the degree of technical risk. On this basis,
planned experiments and exploratory technology developmentactivities would
reduce this uncertainty and improve the levels of confidence for system design.
This section of the report covers planning requirements, technology
advancementneeds, implementation schedules, and a summaryof important areas
and sensitivities associated with ground and space segmentsof the SPSprogram
plan.
3.2 TECHNOLOGYSTUDIES
In 1978, the Rockwell SPSteamconducteda view of DOE,NASA,and contracted
studies to update key areas of technology planning. This review and subsequent
internal Rockwell analyses resulted in a numberof issues covering the spectrum
of SPSactivities. These items were consolidated into a complete list that
becamean initial data base (Figure 3.2-i) from which to align the most critical
issues and technical requirements.
The program philosophy for resolution of these issues was to categorize
each item into three groups covering analysis, ground demonstration, and space
verification requirements. Since it is knownthat each succeeding step becomes
more costly, the approach was to obtain the maximumbenefit at lower steps in
this integrated process.
Each issue was then studied independently, and an effort devoted toward
the definition of a top-level sequenceof events that would lead to the resolu-
tion of that issue. Later, these issues were integrated into a composite
verification program. Someof the issues can essentially be resolved with
analyses versus ground or space verifications. For example, issues of capital
investments can be resolved by analyses.
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Figure 3.2-I.
_l *r, r.,
SPS Program Technology Issues
Other issues can be resolved by a combination of analyses and ground demon-
stration; for example, the issue of solar cell cost can be resolved without
going to space. On the other hand, there are some issues which cannot be satis-
factorily resolved without utilizing space verification. Relatively little is
known about orbital assembly requirements, techniques, equipment, etc., that
will be needed for orbital assembly of large spacecraft. Also, there are
several questions concerning the unique environment (zero gravity, low vacuum,
thermal cycling, etc.) of space.
Activities associated with technology advancement include ground-based
developments and the resolution of technology issues requiring space flight
experimentation and testing. On this basis, a series of objectives were
established for the SPS development planning activity, as shown in Table 2.1-i.
3.3 TECHNOLOGY ANALYSES
The next step was to combine key issues and system elements in a tree-like
structure of technology considerations and areas requiring further definition
and exploration. Rockwell SPS requirements, current NASA documentation, and
other supporting information were reviewed to update technology needs and to
identify the levels of criticality on various subsystems. As a result of these
analyses, the series of "trees" reaffirmed options and potential alternatives
for technology advancements pertinent to a particular field. Figure 3.3-1 pre-
sents some of the structures that have served as a guide, or road map, to the
period of technology investigation. Tasks were then identified in these areas
for the development and advancement of promising SPS technology. This was done
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Table 3.2-1. SPSR&DPlanning Objectives
/ STRUCTURE A SYNTHESIZED SPS R&D PLAN THAT
• ACKNOWLEDGES KEY TECHNOLOGY ISSUES AND AREAS OF CONCERN AS
STRUCTURED WITHIN ELEMENTS OF SPS SYSTEM DEFINITION.
• EMPHASIZES GROUND-BASED EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENTS.
• ILLUSTRATES OPERATIONAL SEQUENCES LEADING TO SUCCESSFUL SPS
IOC--GROUND, ORBITAL--MASS TRANSFER.
• RECOGNIZES DOE/NASA ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES, SPS EVOLUTIONARY
R&D, AND NASA FISCAL PLANNING.
EVALUATE R&D PLAN REQUIREMENTS TO:
• MINIMIZE FRONT-END COSTS
• MAXIMIZE GROUND-BASED TESTING
• UTILIZE SHUTTLE AND SPACE BASE CAPABILITIES TO MAXIMUM
• REFLECT REASONABLE LEAD TIMES
• ESTABLISH OPTIMUM PROGRAM PLANNING FOR PRECURSOR VERIFICATION
AND SPS CONFIRMATION
D|STRi|U'TIO_ | _U_AGEMENT . Id_a:_ _'_,,
• I'_T, T_WS.,SSIOU ,,D I _ I---'_ , . I --
• S_,UC,U_S/COmOLS_D I _ E] _ F_-I - 'T-"
•S_ACET,,_,S,OmTA.O._ ll'e_IL_ ll_ll_--li_--JlI'----J_-Z"-_'_-'g.
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Figure 3.3-1. Subsystem Technology Options
in an iterative manner and the documentation in subsequent sections explains
these investigatory procedures and technology requirements.
SPS technical and programmatic studies have identified a need to reduce
technological uncertainties in the various subsystem areas that would lead to
a cost-effective program with reduced risk. A dedicated effort of R&D during
the next six years offers potentially significant advantage to the resolution
of issues and the development of a preferred SPS system concept, and the lower-
ing of front-end costs.
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Based on current subsystem technology analyses, tile results of recently
completed NASA technology workshops, and the conclusions of earlier development
planning approaches, two major technology development scenarios were prepared
to reflect tile sequence of activities applicable to SPS concepts studied under
Exhibit D. Activities associated with these scenarios emphasized technology
advancement and engineering verification plus proof of concept.
Phases of technology advancement and SPS development include a series of
steps intended to validate engineering assessments and confirm SPS design/
performance expectations. These phases are tile underlying theme of tile
d,,w,l_l_tne.t scenario:
• Ground-Based Exploratory Development
• Shuttle and Space Operations Center Utilization
• Hexagonal Frame Build Up as Demonstration Article
• SPS Pilot Plant
• LEO/GEO Test Verifications
• Ground Systems Support
SPS pilot plant designs for the required period will incorporate (i) the
results of an aggressive R&D program for the selection of preferred concepts
and subsystem definitions; (2) space test sequences to validate satellite and
ground system performances; (3) simulations representative of those expected
in a full-up end-to-end demonstration; and (4) prototypical examples of ground-
based requirements, mass flows to orbit, and space construction operations.
3.4 TECHNOLOGY PLANNING PACKAGES
Elements of the R&D phase extending through 1986 were studied and docu-
mented for principal areas of technology advancement. Early analyses and
experimental/research tasks are essential ingredients to,he requisite proof
of feasibility for critical issue technology elements of"[he SPS system.
Establishment of firm designs, performance levels, development requirements,
cost and efficiency trades, and system environmental acceptability all depend
on early verification of achievable characteristics of many critical subsystem
components.
Critical technology areas have been identified for most of the subsystems
and disciplines within the scope of activities covering the SPS program.
Supporting research and technology (SRT) planning packages of early analysis/
experimental research and developmental tasks have been prepared with a focus
on the period 1981-1986 and documented with a technical summary and supporting
task plan (Figure 3.4-i). These documents include the results of recent
studies and incorporate conclusions from DOE/NASA workshops. The following
paragraphs summarize proposed SPS supporting research and technology with an
emphasis on activities of the period through 1986.
3.4.1 SYSTEMS DEFINITION
Tile objectives of systems definition and planning is to provide for the
integration of systems and subsystems into a preferred SPS concept and to
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Figure 3.4-1. GBED Planning Packages
assess candidate alternative concepts responsive to the results of environmental,
societal, and comparative assessment impacts on system design. This includes
the consideration of economic viability and the benefits of other emerging
technologies to the SPS concept. It encompasses development plans for the
orderly transition of research and development to SPS commercialization.
The essential function to be performed in the near term is to translate
technology improvements, and/or test and analysis results, into system/program-
level technology considerations with defined cost, performance schedule, and
resource requirements of both ground and space flight programs. Specific tasks
of systems definition are:
• System Integration
• Alternate Concept Assessment
• Technology Impacts on System Design
• Environmental, Societal, and Comparative Assessment Impacts on
System Design
• System Analysis and Planning
3.4.2 SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION IN SPACE
The objective of this program is to identify and R&D component and sub-
system technologies for an advanced solar energy conversion subsystem to support
future SPS design and tradeoff studies. A GaAs photovoltaic subsystem has the
potential of low weight, high efficiency, higher resistance to ionized radiation
levels, and the ability to operate with concentrators under high temperature with
a minimum loss in performance.
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Proving the feasibility and attainment of conversion system design and
performanceparameters is necessary to the assurance and criticality of SPS
cost viability.
It is recommendedthat investigations be continued of advancedconcepts
that offer a potential of significant advances in performance, mass, and/or
cost of the photovoltaic energy conversion system over the "reference" concepts
and designs. Newsystem studies should be conducted to re-evaluate concentration
ratio and evaluate newdevelopmentsto provide an even moreoptimistic perspec-
tive for SPSfor additional technological "breathing room" for the concept. A
task summaryfollows:
• Basic Solar Cell Researchand Development
• GaAsSolar Cell Qualification Program
• Solar Array Demonstration Program
• Accelerated 30-Year Lifetime Testing
• Manufacturing ProcessesAnalyses and Cost Evaluation
• Multi-Bandgap Thin-Film Solar Cell R&D
• Alternate AdvancedConcept Evaluation
3.4.3 SPACELECTRICPOWERPROCESSING,DISTRIBUTION,ANDMANAGEMENT
Theprimary objective of this early research is to establish technical
feasibility and economicpracticability for high-voltage space operations of
tile satellite. Technical feasibility will dependon the technology readiness
of techniques, components,and equipment to reliably distribute, process, and
interrupt hundreds of megawattsof powerat tens of thousands of kilovolts.
Minimum-weightpower processors and powerconductors are required. The com-
bined requirements of dissipating concentrated heat and preventing breakdown
or arc-overs are muchmore severe in space than in similar high-power and
high-voltage ground applications. SPSspace powerdistribution and processing
concepts dependupon successful realization of high-power kilovolt ultra-fast
protection switches.
Consideration should be given to the space PDCrequirements of alternatives
to high-voltage transmission tubes, such as solid-state dc-RF converters.
Tasks associated with this area are:
• RequirementsDefinition Study
• Laboratory Experimentation and Feasibility Test Models
• SpacePowerDevices R&D
• SpacePowerTransmission R&D
• Rings and Brushes Materials R&D
• Study of PlasmaEffects and Laboratory Tests
• Molten Salt Electrolyte Battery Design
3.4.4 SPACEMICROWAVEPOWERTRANSMISSIONA DGROUNDRECEPTION
The objective of this effort is to conduct critical early analyses and
exploratory technology relating to space microwaveenergy transmission and
ground reception of key technical issue resolution and fundamental technical
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feasibility. The tasks in this plan address critical componentdefinition
issues relative to microwavepower amplification and transmission, ground power
rectification, and initial definitions of microwaveground test range require-
ments and characteristics. Computersimulation modeling, experimental lab
development, and engineering model evaluation will be performed. Specific
task plans cover:
• Groundtest range definition
• 50-kWklystron and 5- to 10-kWmagnetrondefinition
• RCRconcept evaluation
• MPTSantenna pattern calculation, alternate concept technique
investigation, and powerdipole optimization
• GaAsdiode concept evaluation
• Powertransistor preliminary definition
• Phasecontrol system
• RF signal distribution systemR&D
• High-gain rectenna element R&D
• High-gain pilot receiver antenna R&D
• Pilot transmit system study and concept development
• Study of alternate sensing techniques
• Study of aperture distribution functions, beamsteering, and
associated problem areas
3.4.5 STRUCTURES,CONTROLS,ANDMATERIALS
The objective of this experimental research is to develop technology
associated with specific aspects of the structural subsystemof a SPSsatellite.
Optimumstructural element shapeswill be developedbased on design, analysis,
and test data. Advancedcomposite material systemswill be selected for satel-
lite structures, applications, and mechanical properties of those systems to be
developed. (Mathematical simulations of SPSconfigurations, utilizing test
determined stiffnesses, dampingvalves, etc., will be generated and subjected
to simulated operational environments to determine as-designed structural
integrity including operational stress levels and satellite distortions.)
Satellite structure construction scenarios will be generated, construction
equipment defined and conceptually designed, and a plan generated for the
ground and on-orbit technology developmentof this equipment. (Attitude and
figure control technology and ACSpropulsion system research are also included
in this effort.) A task summaryfollows:
Structures and Materials
• Construction selection and structural requirements
• Composite materials R&D
• Machine-made beam R&D
• Beam-to-beam joining
• Ultra-large solar blanket/reflector arrays
• Solid-state sandwich design R&D
• Mathematical model R&D (structural and dynamic)
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Controls
• lo11thruster and powermodule laboratory testing
. EOTVattitude and thrust vector control
• Flight control techniques and systems
• Control system developmentand hardware requirements
• ACSelectric propulsion R&D
3.4.6 SPACEOPERATIONS
The objective of this category is to acknowledgeelements comprising space
operations and to describe tasks associated with their completion during tile
period of ]981-1986. Developing tile capability for construction and assembly
of large low-density structures in space is an inherent requirement for the SPS
program. The capability for installation of other subsystems (e.g., solar
blankets, r_flectors, power distribution lines and control equipment, microwave
subarray hardware, etc.) on tile structure must also be developed. Very little
applicable data currently exist for this type of orbital and large-scale ter-
restrial construction and assembly. Test data are needed to validate opera-
tional requirements and cost estimates. Tasks will cover the areas of
automatedconstruction, operations and support, and hardware handling and
installation.
3.4.7 SPACETRANSPORTATION
The objective of this effort is to conduct critical early analyses and
exploratory technology relating to the various transportation system elements,
key technical issues resolution, and fundamental technical feasibility. The
tasks in this plan address critical systems and subsystemsissues relative to
earth to low-earth orbit and orbit-to-orbit transfer vehicles for both cargo
and personnel. Transportation elements considered in this plan include a
SpaceTransportation System (STS)derived heavy-lift launch vehicle (HLLV),
dedicated SPSHLLVconfiguration, an electric orbital transfer vehicle (EOTV)
for cargo transfer, and a personnel orbital transfer vehicle (POTV)for per-
sonnel/priority cargo transfer from LEOto GEOand return. Systemsand sub-
systemsstudies, computer analyses and modeling, experimental laboratory
development, and engineering model evaluation are to be performed. Main tasks
include:
• Heavy-lift LaunchVehicle Definition
- Structural/thermal protection systems
- Propellant tank insulation systems
- Liquid rocket engine componentlife improvement
- LOX/LH2attitude control systems
- Self-monitoring/diagnostic systems
3.4.8 AIRCRAFT FLIGHT TESTS
It is also anticipated that in conjunction with tile technology R&D phase,
aircraft flight testing can be required to validate some of the techniques
which were defined during R&D. Although the Shuttle would be available during
this period, it may not necessarily be cost effective to perform the test
from space.
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As an example, aircraft tests appear warranted in the investigatory
research of optimumfrequencies, slant range effects, atmospheric limitations,
processing techniques, and transmitter/receiver signal-to-noise accuracy
relationships pertinent to the pilot receiver/transmitter used between the
SPSand rectennao These tests would be conductedprior to the definition of
articles for space testing. In this manner, repeatability of phase relation-
ships would be defined and the effect of any demonstratednon-repeatability on
power transfer could be analytically determined. Full-blown testing, including
power transfer, would be conductedduring the proof-of-concept effort.
3.5 SPSDEVELOPMENTSCENARIO
Fundamentally, a total system proof of concept and pilot plant entails
componentmanufacturing, launch to orbit, spaceconstruction, and system opera-
tion measurableto a performance specification. It must also involve validation
from orbit of key technology issues. Wheredeemednecessary, full-scale system
elements are to be employed. Funding for the demonstration must meet two basic
requirements. First, the overall funding level shall be reasonably low, and
achieve results commensuratewith desired goals. Second, funding commitments
shall also be conservative during the early time frame of R&Dprograms, and
still be compatible with the programschedule.
Twoplanning scenarios are postulated to encompassa full spectrum of
required sequencesassociated with the two families of SPSsatellite concepts
studied (Figure 3.5-i). The top row is a planar concept and the other is a
satellite with primary and secondary reflectors utilizing a sandwich solar
cell/solid-state electronics assemblyat the antenna.
Each full-up pilot plant satellite, individually directed at one of the
"family" of configurations, was studied during this contract period and repre-
sents the basis of programmaticscenarios. Characteristics of the three-trough
concepts vary as to the methodof microwavepowergeneration--klystron tube,
magnetron tube, and solid-state electronics. The final pilot plant design is
expected to be as prototypical of these concepts (or that of the ultimately
preferred SPSdesign) as to validate necessary ground test simulations and
projected space operational requirements.
3.5.1 SPSPLANARCONCEPT(PILOTPLANT)
Completion of the SPSTechnologyAdvancementphase of SPSdevelopmentby
1987will provide the technical confidence to proceedwith the fu11-scale proof
of concept developmentand demonstration phase. The primary objective is to
demonstrate commercial viability of the SPSto sponsoring agencies, utility
firms and consortiums, and other interested groups that would ultimately
interact with the production systemand benefit from its capabilities. The
proposed demonstration program, as shownin Figure 3.5-2, reflects in general
the concept and phasing of this activity for cost-effective results and early
design implementation.
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The pilot plant satellite would be constructed in LEOby using the Space
Shuttle system for masstransfer and construction support. The construction
of an antenna frame, initially to serve as a demonstration article, is contem-
plated as the first step. LEObase facilities will be subsequently expanded
to accommodatethe pilot plant buildup and fabrication of a single solar panel
bay equivalent in design to that contemplated for the satellitc_. A yoke is
fabricated at the solar bay and serves as a mounting for the ai_tennaframe.
Subsequentassemblyof antenna subarrays, solar panels, powerdistribution and
conditioning, and remaining subsystemswill prepare the artic]e for orbital
checkout and initial test. The pilot plant can be expandedby the addition of
solar panel bays, and antenna subarrays as maybe required for further LEO
testing or as considered necessary for GEOtest verification a_d operations
checkout.
An evolutionary construction scenario is illustrated in Figure 3.5-3 to
describe the concept of a basic construction facility fabricated in LEOand
utilized in low orbit to build the bay and antenna yoke. This design has an
integral bay with the capability of transferring the pilot platlt to GEOand to
provide power for tests. A primary consideration of this development is the
utilization of that "bay" as the powermodule. (This scenario allows common
developmentand verification of a construction facility that could b_texpanded
into an SPSassembly fixture.) As the antenna frame is being fabricated,
Shuttle external tanks are delivered and mated to form a constr_ction fixtur_
for use in fabricating the precursor-EOTVbay and antenna yok_.
CONSTRUCTION
EOI"V
_ FIXTURE
. _ _
ORBITE R
DELIVERED
ET
INITIAL EOTV
CON STRUCTION
Figure 3.5-3. EOTV-Precursor Construction Scenario
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3.5.2 SPSSUPPORTINGPROGRAMS
STStransportation elementsof the programare key to early developmentand
construction phasesof an operational satellite programand the transfer of
required materials and personnel to orbit in the pre- and post-1990period.
Several systemvariations are neededduring proof-of-concept and pilot plant
development. Theyinclude (i) a normal version of the STSwith solid rocket
boosters and a Titan core modification, (2) a growth STSversion that replaces
the solid rocket boosters (SRB)with liquid rocket boosters and uses a personnel
launch vehicle integral with the orbiter, and (3) a derivative STS-HLLVwith
a liquid rocket booster that would be used for cargo placed in a payload con-
tainer with special engine moduleto replace the orbiter. Subsequentdevelopment
of the SPS-HLLVis essential to the delivery of massto orbit in the late 1990's
for the full-up satellite.
Manyconceptsof spaceconstruction and support are suggestive of the
variety of spacebase configurations undergoingstudy as to conceptand opera-
tion. Thesestudies have ranged from the use of an STSorbiter I as the con-
struction base to a morerecent study of a spaceoperations center (SOC).2
Results of the SpaceConstruction SystemAnalysis contract identified an
evolutionary developmentplan of requisite technology, potential equipment
design requirements, and support systemneedsto construct a large spacesystem
using the SpaceShuttle orbiter--whereas, spacebases are projected as a
permanentlymannedfacility operating in low-earth orbit and used for operational
support of spaceactivities; construction and checkoutof large spacesystems;
unmannedand mannedorbital transfer vehicle operations; and on-orbit assembly,
launch, recovery, and servicing of spacevehicles. Resupplyis plannedvia
SpaceShuttle in the formative years,and modulesare to be transported to and
from low-earth orbit (internal to the SpaceShuttle).
3.5.3 SPSPOWERTRANSMISSION/SANDWICHPANELCONCEPT
During the past several years, Rockwellhas placed considerable emphasis
on the optimization of SPSconceptsand on the developmentof newconcepts
stemmingfrom lessons learned and from further in-depth studies of subsystems
and advancingtechnology. Onesuchconcept is represented by the second
"family" of satellite configurations Figure 3.5-1, wherethe design approach
is the integration of solar panels and the microwavegeneration and transmission
system.
This sandwichpanel conceptemploys"layers" of neededelementssandwiched
together and constructed in specified modularareas, or panels. Oneouter
layer is the solar cell blanket and the other outer layer the RFtransmitting
elements, i.e., dipoles. The in-betweenlayers contain the powerdistribution
and phasecontrol wiring, and the poweramplifiers. This assemblyis described
in Rockwell technical papersas a solid-state sandwich panel, and satellite
configurations have been developed using this approach. For the operational
configuration, additional reflector area is added to increase the illumination
1Space Construction System Analysis, Contract NAS9-15718, Rockwell International
SSD 80-0041 (June 1980).
2Requirements for a Space Operations Center, NASA-JSC-16244 (November 1979).
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on the solar cells. The demonstration system (antenna frame) and the pilot
plant are discussed herein.
A proposed scenario for the solid-state sandwich panel proof-of-concept
and pilot plant satellite is shownin Figure 3.5-4. It illustrates a synthe-
sized programreflecting recommendationsfor (i) a projected six-year plan of
R&Dwithin the technology advancementphase, (2) the satellite proof-of-concept
developments/demonstrations, and (3) the SPScommercialization phase leading to
a full-up operational capability in the year 2000.
3.5.4 ANTENNAFRAMEDEMONSTRATIONANDTESTARTICLE
A first step toward the completion of an SPSpilot plant, as illustrated
in the proposed scenario, is the construction of an antenna frame to serve as
a test bed and main element of the ultimate test vehicle. This scenario is
principally applicable to any SPSconcept and, although a significant effort,
the implementation of this program can be carried out by the use of an
appropriately equipped space base or SpaceShuttle orbiter. Development
stages of a beam-machine-generatedtest article l is illustrated in Figure 3.5-5,
although further study is neededto consider other construction approaches.
In this illustration, developmentsteps lead to the fabrication of a scale
model andultimately a full-scale tri-beam constructed hexagonal frame. Instal-
lation and checkout of control systems, microwavegenerators, and test article
subsystemswill prepare the antenna frame for test and verification in the
early 1990's, or before.
Theantenna frame test will makemaximumuse of anticipated program
results, involve ground support systems, provide RF transmission/reception
verifications of efficiency-phase control-beam shaping, identify environmental
interactions, establish subsystemperformances, and demonstrate space construc-
tion techniques. Figure 3.5-6 illustrates a projected mission plan and test
sequencesof the demonstration/test article. These experiments/tests also
integrate the needs of more than one technical area and represent confirma-
tions of ground-basedactivities which, becauseof their size or difficulty
in duplicating environmental conditions, could not be verified on the ground.
Theantenna frame configuration (Figure 3.5-7) is based on the Rockwell
tension web, compressionframe design. In this case, its structure is madeup
of 30-mcomposite struts, cross-braced with tension cables as shown. A cruci-
form 1795m in length by 5 m in width consists of 17,925 one-meter sandwich
panels supported by tension cables spaced 5 m apart. Basedon the solar cell
and amplifier projected 1985 technologies, the power rates from a 5-m x 5-m
panel group is estimated to be 125 W/m2. Four 5-m x 5-m panel groups comprise
a basic RFphasecontrolled module. There are, therefore 717 active phase
controlled RFmodules in the satellite.
ISP]]-LSSTSystems Analysis and Integration Test for SPS Flight Test Article,
NASA/MSFC Contract NAS8-32475, Exhibit E, Space Operations and Satellite
Systems Division, Rockwell International, SSD 80-0102 (August 1980).
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Figure 3.5-6. Mission Description and SPS Test Article
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Figure 3.5-7. Demonstration/Test Article Configuration
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The desire to configure the demonstration concept on the basis of a full-
scale MWantenna design involved a review of structural approacheswhich could
be achieved within the time frame under consideration, and would be compatible
with the SpaceShuttle's payload capabilities. Three candidate structure con-
cepts are depicted in Figure 3.5-8 using two fundamentally different approaches.
The first approach used a 30-mhinged, nestable tapered strut (Figure 3.5-9)
which is built up of graphite-epoxy composites. A ball-socket swivel joint
concept for easy joining of these struts is shownin Figure 3.5-10. When
folded and nested (e.g., like dixie cups), the struts can be stowed within
the cargo bay of the SpaceShuttle orbiter. Either of the two beamconfigura-
tions--pentahedral truss or triangular truss--could be employed.
PENTAHEDRALTRUSS _ ,TRIANG ULAR TRUSS
30-METER_ _"
(CONSTRAINED) _,_ "_ _ (CONSTRAINED) 4 _.
30 METER_'_,
BEAJV_ MACHINE _ - _- • ('I'RI-BEAM)
(_2 METERBEAA4) UNCONSTRAINED N BEAMMACHINE
Figure 3.5-8. Candidate Antenna Structural Concepts
Alternatively, an automated beam machine could be used, such as currently
under development by the NASA. Both approaches were compared on a mass versus
center deflection basis. The data generated (Figure 3.5-11) were based on a
fully populated MW antenna located at GEO in order to design growth capability
into the demonstration concept. Previous analyses have indicated an allowable
maximum center deflection of from 16 to 24 cm is acceptable and, although the
beam machine approach is projected to be clearly superior, it was decided that
the more conservative strut/joint concept should be used until the beam machine
is developed further. Of these three concepts, therefore, the triangular truss
using 30-m struts was selected.
3.5.5 ORBITAL ASSEMBLY
Assembly of the satellite structure on orbit was investigated and it was
determined that some type of assembly jig would be required. Concepts were
developed and an example structure jig for the triangular truss is illustrated
in Figure 3.5-12. A docking adapter is stationed at one side of the jig to
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Figure 3.5-9. Hinged Nestable Tapered Strut
Figure 3.5-10. Ball-Socket Swivel Joint Concept
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Figure 3.5-11. Candidate Structural Concept Trades
Figure 3.5-12. Structural Jig Concept for Triangular Truss
accommodate the Space Shuttle orbiter as it brings up the required payloads.
As envisioned, the structural jig would be completely automated since the
processes for satellite assembly are simple and highly repetitious. Assembly
of the satellite structure, strut by strut, is accomplished within the jig
framework shown. Basically, the jig consists of deployable Astromasts and
hinged struts. Figure 3.5-13 depicts a concept for packaging and deploying
the assembly jig.
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Figure 3.5-13. Concept for Antenna Structural Jig Deployment
As each 30-m length of triangular truss is completed, it is "extruded"
from the structural jig. This deployment scheme for the structure and the
cable network is illustrated in Figure 3.5-14. The cables constrain motion
within the "web" plane of the satellite. (It is anticipated that some form
of active control may be required to ensure stability out of this plane.) The
cables which constitute the cruciform are assumed to be doubled over pulleys
so that the 5x5-m RF panels can be "clotheslined" across from one end. This
concept needs in-depth study to ensure that all assembly functions can be con-
ducted in a safe, viable manner.
The ideal orbital position for antenna frame demonstration purposes would
be to have the LEO satellite directly over the rectenna site at noon, since
this most closely approximates the operational system at GEO. Figure 3.5-15
illustrates that under these orbital conditions, a full two minutes of power
transmission and phase control testing can be conducted at the attitudes and
inclinations noted, these data are based upon operating the satellite and
+ and - 45 ° from its zenith point; and, as indicated by the data, the time
could be increased by expanding the view (elevation) angles. Due to orbital
regression, it is estimated that measurements could be taken over a single
fixed site 9 days out of 48. To supplement these opportunities, provisions
have been made (e.g., added mass and costs) to include batteries on board the
satellite, thereby allowing daily testing to be conducted. Variations in
received power levels will be experienced as functions of elevation angles,
slant range, and sun angles; however, since the exact positions of those will
be known, actual measurements can be correlated with calculated performance
specifications.
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Figure 3.5-14. Cable Network Deployment
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Figure 3.5-15. Flight Data Relative to Ground Site
3.5.6 TEST VERIFICATION
At this point in the verification process, experiments and pilot plant
tests are primarily concerned with identifiable unknowns such as thermal
effects on tolerance, plasma effects on orbit, etc.; however, the experience
of building the structure will in itself identify limitations in techniques
and serve to define the procedures, configurations, hardware, and material
which can best serve an operational SPS. Table 3.5-i summarizes a number of
tests applicable at various steps on pilot plant development as shown in the
scenarios of Figures 3.5-2 and 3.5-4.
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A direct fallout of employing key full-scale elements in the pilot plant
program is that given an SPS program commitment; the demonstration sys_tem can
be incrementally upgraded to operate as a satellite at geosynchronous orbit
in the first half of the 1990 decade.
3.5.7 RECTENNA DESIGN CONCEPT
A major advantage of transmission across the large aperture MW transmit-
ting antenna is realized in the small size of the receiving antenna (i.e., the
rectenna). Figure 3.5-16 illustrates the proof-of-concept rectenna size
requirement which is approximately one-half the area of a football field.
Rectenna panels are comprised of dipoles, appropriately spaced, on a ground
plane of wire mesh builders "clottl." If desired, the rectenna could be built
for transportability and demonstrated at sites throughout tlle U.S. As shown
in the lower center of the figure, the calculated maximum incident radiation
level is Io_ and unquestionably safe--yet, MW energy capture over the 2500 m 2
will develop a maximum power level of 18.75 kW.
L_ _ _._ k_ (I_UILOERS"CLOTH"
RECTENNA PANE LS
BEAMSINCIDENTNORMALLYONGROUNDFROMALTITUDE368km
• BEAMSFOCUSED
AT R • 482 km
• UNIFORM
ILLUMINATION
• 125 Wlm2 RFPOWER
DENSITYIN EACH
ARRAY
• 2.25 MW TOTAL
RADIAI_DPOWER
TOTALPOWER
_m _ WITHIN 2.gwlm 2
6 CONTOUR.18.8 kW
: _ wITUDI_NS,ONS
----!7 -\---
_ Z
i
_._iN L.
: _ :_ co_o_R_NS,_
'_"_ E-W ARRAY/', LEVELSIN WATTSIm2
NULLLINES
Figure 3.5-16. Ground Receiving Facility
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3.6 PROGRAMSCHEDULING
The SPSdevelopmentplanning scenarios appearing in an earlier section
of this report (Figures 3.5-2 and 3.5-4) were developed in an iterative process
relating to a perceived consensusof SPSplanning options and the Rockwell SPS
configurations. As shownin Figure 3.5-1, two "families" of SPSconcepts cover
the three-trough planar and dual reflector/antenna sandwichversions. This
section covers a series of schedules leading to an initial operational capabil-
ity of the first SPSby the year 2000.
The SPSis a vast undertaking, requiring commitmentsof significant magni-
tude and long duration. Therefore, a well planned and funded SPSprogram is
essential, and the phaseddevelopmentof programplans is necessary for the
accomplishmentof long-range objectives and in permitting budgetary require-
ments to be established with sufficient lead time to assure commitment.
Successof the SPSprogramis critically dependenton bringing together
a numberof related system projects. In addition to the satellite and ground
station, as major items of operational hardware, associated programs such as
the SpaceTransportation Systemand supporting SPSfacilities are to be conducted
in parallel and time-phased to interface as an integral part of a coordinated
SPSprogram. Failure to complete any of these programefforts, in keeping with
the SPSmaster schedule, would result in a corresponding delay in the availabil-
ity of an operational system to serve as a significant national power resource.
3.6.1 SPSPLANARCONCEPTS
A summaryschedule of the Rockwell SPSCR-2Planar Concept is presented
in Figure 3.6-1. It identifies research and development/key technology programs
and SPSacquisition activities of PhaseC/D as they lead to the SPS-IOCin
year 2000. A major product of the phasepreceding 1990will be the design and
developmentof a proof-of-concept vehicle in the early 1990 time frame. This
system will demonstrate construction and the assemblyof large space structures
along with supporting systems. A parallel build-up of equipment and facilities
will be accomplished on earth to produceneededSPShardware.
The 1990C/D kick-off milestone activates work on all major elements
including an STSderivative for the transfer of massto orbit in support of
SPSspace base and space construction facility fabrication. The normal STSis
contemplated as the vehicle to deliver mass-to-orbit for the proof-of-concept,
early test verification, and SPSpilot plant operations. SubsequentSPSVTO-HL
HLLVprocurement action will take place in 1990for availability in the 1997-
1998 period to deliver massto orbit as neededfor the EOTVfleet and SPS
satellite, including the necessary crew.
The full-up SPSground,receiving station (rectenna) is proceeding in the
late 1990's as an earth-based receiver of MWenergy. However, a scaled down
version of prototype elements is planned for the early 1990time frame to
support space to ground tests for the proof-of-concept test and the demonstra-
tion article.
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Other SPS program schedules have been prepared to identify system technol-
ogy development tasks, and to detail the steps of design, development, fabrica-
tion, assembly, test and verification of system and subsystem elements. The
schedule of Figure 3.6-2 addresses these elements whose development in a logical
sequence is requisite to an overall SPS IOC in the year 2000. The objective of
research and development activities during the period of 1981-1987 is to estab-
lish a system/subsystem technology base upon which a demonstration program can
be formulated in order to initiate a full-scale program systematically. This
would include ground and space segments plus the test equipment and facilities
needed to support this technology effort.
SPS hardware development in the R&D phase is confined to experimental and
limited prototype articles needed to prove out design concepts such as those of
the MPTS, power conversion, power distribution, and structures. The transporta-
tion effort during this phase is primarily directed at providing preliminary
design definition to those vehicle of the STS and subsequent SPS needed for
specific transportation missions identified in later program years. The culmin-
ation of this phase through 1990 should provide for ground and space demonstra-
tions to identify technology readiness.
The full-scale development and acquisition phase from 1990 through the
year 2000 will produce and operate a full-scale satellite power generating
system whose performance characteristics will be the basis of justification
for continued satellite power systems commercial development. Included in this
schedule are broad-based iterations of (i) designs and definitions of subsystem
production hardware (based upon data, specifications, and experimental hardware
developed during the technology verification phase); (2) manufacturing tech-
nology, equipment, and facilities that need development; and (3) the prototype
production operations and sequences. Emphasis in this schedule is also placed
upon ground/space power system assembly and integration operations and the
major equipment and facility development programs required to support these
operations. The transportation schedule section is confined to those vehicles
needing development for mission use during this particular program phase. It
describes the phasing of (i) STS growth/derivative HLLVs which will be used to
transport the mass to orbit, facilities, equipment, and personnel to LEO in
support of a satellite low-level power plant, LEO space base, and space con-
struction facilities including their activation; (2) SPS-dedicated HLLVs
(VTO-HL) to transport EOTV and satellite mass requirements including crew
transfers for the main satellite system; (3) the COTV (EOTV) scheduling that
will be used for large interorbital cargo mass transfer; and (4) the personnel
and high-priority, cargo-carrying space vehicles (IOTV, POTV, and PM). Ground
station system/subsystem design, development, and construction scenario have
been addressed as it will support the overall program. WBS numbers and titles
are referenced in the margin, and have been used to provide the basic layout
for this schedule.
3.6.2 SPS SOLID-STATE SANDWICH CONCEPTS
The overall sequencing and logic flow of major activities for the family
of Rockwell solid-state sandwich array configurations are illustrated in
Figures 3.6-3 and 3.6-4.
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The early proof-of-concept antenna frame in 1990 will have a tension-web
cruciform structure to house the solid-state sandwich antenna array. This
design will facilitate an orbital or space-to-ground test demonstration as
solar blankets are integral with power transmission panels. The construction
of a solid-state pilot plant satellite is a configuration of large reflectors
that is sun pointing and of dual antennas. This configuration represents a
significant construction activity and will require additional fabrication times
as compared with those contemplated for the single-trough planar pilot plant.
One critical concern in the solid-state sandwich construction scenario
(and in the SPS concept) is the constructability of the SCB itself, its short
dimension being more than an order of magnitude greater than cargo dimensions
of currently projected earth launch vehicles. The largest, presently programmed,
potentially useful structural elements deliverable to LEO are the Shuttle external
tanks (ETs). The pilot plant construction scenario reflects the utilization of
expended ETs in constructing the fixtures that will be used to construct major
beam elements of the SCB. Approximately 22 of these ETs will be required, and
could be obtained by boosting expended tanks into a common orbit after orbiter
separation, rather than directing them back to earth. The operational concept
consists of assembling 16 ETs into construction fixtures. This fabrication
facility can then be used to generate and assemble the SCB structure, the SCB
being fabricated from beams of the same section properties as the fabrication
facility. In addition, the LEO space base wil] be more extensive to handle the
increased traffic and mass flows.
3.6.3 SPECIAL-EMPHASIS SCHEDULES
A series of schedules were developed on the sequences of research and
development tasks to indicate milestones and the dates of expected results.
These are included with each research and technology planning package as included
in Volume V of this final report (Systems Engineering/Integration Research and
Technology). Other schedules emphasized the sequences of ground receiving sta-
tion preparation and construction operations, starting with environmental impact
studies and site surveys. Earlier contacts with architectural and engineering
firms, equipment manufacturers, concrete, and construction companies provided
information for the duration and sequences of operations based on their prior
experience with programs of this size.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
This section presents summary comments regarding cost and programmatic
aspects of the study covering an updated version of the Rockwell SPS CR-2
reference concept (three-trough/planar/klystron), including the magnetron and
solid-state power transmission versions plus several configurations of the
solid-state sandwich concept with dual reflectors and antennas.
4.1 UTILITY BUS BAR COST COMPARISONS
The most significant cost comparator is the cost of power at the utility
interface which includes not only the contribution of investment cost, but also
the annual replacement capital and maintenance cost. Figure 4.1-1 shows compar-
ative estimates of the cost of power at the utility interface in mills per
kilowatt-hour for the concepts studied by Rockwell. It is assumed that SPS
system availability is 90% and that the rate of return on loans, stocks, and
bonds averages 9.84% per year as a capital charge rate for this type of program.
As shown, the cost of power is approximately proportional to the installation
cost, and annual maintenance cost is not a large contributor. The costs range
70-
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Figure 4.1-1. Utility Bus-Bar Comparisons
from a high of 50 mills/kWh for the solid-state sandwich concept (with a GaAs
solar array), to a low of 32 mills/kWh for the magnetron concept with a multi-
bandgap solar array. The updated reference concept with GaAs solar cells and
a klystron power transmission system has a cost of 41 mills/kWh. These values
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are provided for comparative purposes only, and should not be used as an abso-
lute value of the cost of power or to make comparisons with other power tech-
nologies. A simplified equation was derived to provide this internal basis of
comparison between the concepts selected.
Cost of power at utility interface =
9.84% cost of installation+cost ops/yr
kWh/yr × 0.90
The Rockwell SPS three-trough planar CR-2 configuration with a magnetron
power transmission system offers potentially the lowest installation cost in
dollars per kilowatt and in mills per kilowatt-hour at the utility interface.
4.2 SPS PROOF-OF-CONCEPT AND PILOT PLANT
A basic" recommendation is to encourage the funding of defined research/
development areas and technology definitions for the start of Phase A studies
on the proof-of-concept and pilot plant demonstration hardware. These R&D
activities and the continuous, iterative process involving SPS systems defini-
tion will assure the optimization of alternative concepts based upon achievable
technology requirements. Recent Rockwell study efforts, conducted within the
bounds of SPS demonstration objectives, guidelines, constraints, and require-
ments have yielded a number of significant findings.
A total proof-of-concept demonstration can be deve]oped and tested
in the ear]y ]990's, based on a research and development program of
the 1980's.
• The system concept can be demonstrated with a precursor satellite
at low earth orbit.
• The proof-of-cot_cept demonstration project is designed to provide
the system technology for base operations and hardware needed to
provide SPS program confirmation.
• Projected technology advancements from on-going DOE and NASA
programs and recommended R&D activities are considered adequate
for the demonstration concept.
• Power collection can be demonstrated by a transportable rectenna
farm of approximately one-half an acre (this is about one-half
the playing area of a football field).
• Concept verifications are planned to duplicate and validate key
interfaces of the operational SPS efficiency chain and concept
definition.
• The demonstration concept has been designed for ultimate growth
into an operational GEO pilot plant in the mid-]990's.
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4.3 SPS AVERAGE INVESTMENT
Rockwell's SPS costing approach considered an option quantity based on the
development of a 300-GW capability with an ]OC in the year 2000. An operational
satellite (build) rate was factored to provide 10-GW power levels per year where
each satellite is to have a 30-year life with maintenance. A 300 WBS line item
by line item cost analysis was completed on the Rockwell reference concept, a
three-trough/planar/klystron configuration. Costs were identified for DDT&E,
theoretical first unit, investment per satellite, and replacement capital/O&M
requirements.
m
The $13.0B average investment cost for Rockwell's SPS reference concept
covers a single satellite rectenna, plus a prorated share of the transportation,
space construction, and supporting system costs. Design and cost-effectiveness
studies of satellite systems (power transmission subarrays, power distribution
and control, and secondary structures) have resulted in generally lower costs
and less mass to orbit. Optimized transportation studies on the use of space
vehicles and the need for lower transfer of mass to orbit during satellite con-
struction have reduced overall costs. However, some impact was created on
average SPS investment costs by the ground rule to now include replacement
capital and maintenance costs of fleet and construction equipment in this cat-
egory.
Reductions in cost of the updated Rockwell reference satellite versus those
of the Exhibit C SPS concept are mainly attributed to a lower mass, a cost anal-
ysis of transmitter subarray designs and fabrication, plus changes in the power
distribution and conditioning system. These reductions amount to an average of
$1.2 billion per satellite with a further individual savings of $7 billion over
a 30-year lifetime.
Three basic reasons for reductions in transportation system costs are the
factors of less mass to orbit, especially for replacement capital/operations
and maintenance on items such as the klystron tubes; the need for fewer STS
flights of operations personnel; and the payment of STS flights on the basis
of adjusted fixed fees per flight as identified in the user's guide. Over a
period of 30 years, the reduction would exceed $4 billion per satellite.
Significant cost savings resulted from a new approach of satellite system
operations and maintenance after IOC. The SCB would be utilized as a home base
and dispatch/control center for mobile maintenance bases (MMB's) that service
each satellite on a regular schedule, or as required, to maintain peak operations.
Using the SCB and MMB concept and eliminating manned operational facilities,
previously identified, on each of the SPS satellites will produce a savings of
over $0.75 billion per SPS satellite.
Further study is required to identify and analyze the extent of SPS cost
drivers. This would be an integrated process where technical and program
development activities confirm and optimize SPS designs and technical approaches
for cost-effective results. Another area requiring further study is the trans-
mitter subarray and integral phase control electronics.
4-3
Several ground receiving station (rectenna) issues require further design
definition. These include power collection systems, rectenna lightning protec-
tion, support structure optimization, and the rectenna drainage approach. In
addition, the space transportation (HLLV)concept needs further definition to
obtain better insights of system costs.
4.4 ROCKWELLCOSTMODEL
Cost estimates developed in this report are the product of a Rockwell cost
data base uniquely formed for the SPSprogram over the past four years. The
resultant cost model and computerprogram are flexible entities that have been
used to calculate costs for differing options of SPSconcepts by incorporating
appropriate technical definitions and system characteristics, traffic model
requirements, and operational scenarios.
Changesto the cost model and computer program have further simplified the
approachwhenmaking inputs to the computer. The technique nowemployedis to
use a time-shared terminal for direct input or modification of the computer
program. This has facilitated efficiencies in the use of manpower,and has
provided a greater flexibility in dealing with inputs or changesto the data
base.
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